Subordinate male meerkats prospect for extra-group paternity: alternative reproductive tactics in a cooperative mammal
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In cooperatively breeding species, subordinates typically suffer strong constraints on within-group reproduction. While numerous studies have highlighted the additional fitness benefits that subordinates might accrue through helping, few have considered the possibility that subordinates may also seek extra-group matings to improve their chances of actually breeding. Here, we show that subordinate males in cooperative meerkat, *Suricata suricatta*, societies conduct frequent extraterritorial forays, during periods of peak female fertility, which give rise to matings with females in other groups. Genetic analyses reveal that extra-group paternity (EGP) accrued while prospecting contributes substantially to the reproductive success of subordinates: yielding the majority of their offspring (approx. 70%); significantly reducing their age at first reproduction and allowing them to breed without dispersing. We estimate that prospecting subordinates sire 20–25% of all young in the population. While recent studies on cooperative birds indicate that dominant males accrue the majority of EGP, our findings reveal that EGP can also arise from alternative reproductive tactics employed exclusively by subordinates. It is important, therefore, that future attempts to estimate the fitness of subordinate males in animal societies quantify the distribution of extra-group as well as within-group paternity, because a substantial proportion of the reproductive success of subordinates may otherwise go undetected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In cooperatively breeding species, subordinate males typically suffer strong constraints on within-group reproduction (Magrath et al. 2004), and so selection may strongly favour the employment of tactics to augment their fitness by other means. Numerous studies have now highlighted the fitness benefits that subordinates may accrue through helping (Cockburn 1998), but few have considered the possibility that subordinates may also attempt to improve their chances of actually breeding, by seeking extra-group reproductive opportunities. Subordinates in many cooperative societies conduct extraterritorial ‘prospecting’ forays, which are generally thought to facilitate dispersal (Stacey & Koenig 1990; Waser 1996; Young 2003; Doerr & Doerr 2005), but whether these forays also yield access to reproductive opportunities with members of other groups remains largely unexplored.

Although subordinate males prospect in a number of cooperative vertebrates, evidence that they can accrue reproductive success in the process is lacking for two main reasons. First, little is known about the behaviour of prospectors as they are typically difficult to observe, quickly covering long distances, commonly beyond the limits of study sites, and sometimes under the cover of darkness (mammals: Waser 1996; birds: Double & Cockburn 2000; Doerr & Doerr 2005). Second, although a number of recent genetic studies have reported significant rates of extra-group paternity (EGP) in cooperative species (e.g. mammals: Goossens et al. 1998; Griffin et al. 2003; birds: Whittingham et al. 1997; Dunn & Cockburn 1999; Richardson et al. 2001; Durrant & Hughes 2005), few have identified the sires of the extra-group young. It therefore commonly remains unclear whether the EGP detected is accrued by floating individuals, subordinate males or dominant males (who may also accrue EGP either through forays of their own or because extra-group copulations actually occur during forays by females rather than males; Double & Cockburn 2000). Indeed, the two studies that have identified significant numbers of extra-group sires reveal that EGP can be accrued almost exclusively by dominant males (Richardson et al. 2001; Double & Cockburn 2003). To establish whether subordinate males are able to accrue EGP during their prospecting forays, it is therefore necessary to combine behavioural records of extraterritorial movements and copulations with genetic assignments of extra-group sires.

Here, we combine behavioural and genetic evidence from our long-term study of cooperative meerkats, *Suricata suricatta*, to investigate whether subordinate males accrue EGP while prospecting, and estimate the contribution of this tactic to their overall reproductive success. Meerkats are cooperatively breeding mongooses that live in groups of up to 50 individuals in the deserts of southern Africa (Clutton-Brock et al. 2001). Males typically remain as subordinates in their natal groups into adulthood and genetic evidence reveals that they do not breed with resident females, to whom they are...
invariably closely related (Griffin et al. 2003). Males generally disperse in multi-male coalitions of relatives and therefore, as only one immigrant male can assume the dominant position, commonly remain subordinates after dispersal (Young 2003). As dominant immigrant males largely monopolize within-group reproduction, subordinate immigrant males suffer low within-group breeding success too, despite having unrelated females present (Griffin et al. 2003). Subordinate males, both natals and immigrants, accrue some fitness benefits from helping to rear the offspring of others (direct benefits through group augmentation and indirect benefits through relatedness to the young reared; Clutton-Brock et al. 2001; Griffin et al. 2003; Young 2003), but also conduct regular extraterritorial prospecting forays (Doolan & Macdonald 1996; Young et al. 2005). These forays appear voluntary, not being associated in any way with aggression by other group members (Young et al. 2005). Although a small proportion of forays culminate in dispersal (Young 2003), it is possible that prospecting also affords males immediate access to reproductive opportunities with females in other groups (who may choose to mate extra-group for a number of reasons, e.g. if they lack unrelated males within their own group). Previous genetic analyses have found evidence of significant EGP in meerkat societies (Griffin et al. 2003) suggesting that it could be an important component of male reproductive success, but the extra-group sires were not identified. Here, we investigate whether subordinate males accrue this EGP while prospecting. Specifically, we (i) investigate whether prospecting forays are conducted exclusively by subordinate males, whether they are associated with periods of peak female fertility, and whether they give rise to matings with females in other groups; (ii) use paternity analyses to estimate the prevalence of EGP and to establish the extent to which it is accrued by subordinate males; and (iii) estimate the contribution that EGP makes to the overall reproductive success of subordinate male meerkats.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study was conducted on ranchland in the southern Kalahari desert (26°50′S, 21°50′E) from 1997 to 2002 (Clutton-Brock et al. 2001). Our study population comprised 15 groups that occupied contiguous home ranges, were habituated to close observation and were visited on a nearly daily basis. Animals were individually identifiable (using unique haircuts) and could be weighed using electronic balances prior to each morning observation period. Males were habituated to close observation and were visited on a near-daily basis. Previous studies have shown that males can be easily identified and weighed without causing stress or injury (Griffin et al. 2003; Young et al. 2006). In each group, the ‘dominant’ male and female were behaviourally dominant to, and typically older and heavier than, all other same-sex group members (Griffin et al. 2003). All research protocols complied with the Guidelines for the Use of Animals in Research.

We refer to males of three dominance and dispersal classes: ‘subordinate natal males’—prior to dispersal from their natal group; ‘subordinate immigrant males’—having dispersed into a subordinate position; and ‘dominant immigrant males’—having dispersed into the dominant position (males do not become dominant breeders in their natal groups). All analyses are restricted to adult males (greater than 1 year).

Statistical analyses were conducted using GenStat v. 5 (Lawes Agricultural Trust). For multivariate analyses, statistical model selection was conducted using reverse stepwise elimination of fixed effects to yield a minimal model (as per Crawley 2002), and though all two-way interactions were tested, only those that were statistically significant are reported (see electronic supplementary material for further details and full tables for the statistical models).

(a) Patterns of extraterritorial prospecting among males

To investigate the patterns of prospecting by males of different dominance and dispersal classes, we divided each male’s tenure as an adult in a given class into a series of calendar months and calculated for each month, the number of days spent prospecting. The number of prospecting days was set as the response term in a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with binomial error structure, and the number of days in the month as the binomial total. The male’s class (which was of primary interest) was fitted as a fixed effect, along with his age mid-month (days), his average body weight during the month (g) and average monthly temperature (°C), rainfall (mm) and female fertility. The monthly female-fertility measure was included to investigate whether males prospected more during months when they were more likely to encounter fertile females, and was calculated from our long-term data, for each calendar month, as the average probability that a dominant female would conceive during that month (conception probabilities of subordinate females are unlikely to accurately reflect seasonal variation in fertility per se as they commonly lack access to unrelated breeding partners; Griffin et al. 2003). The analysis was based on 2860 male months, for 153 subordinate natal males, 51 subordinate immigrant males and 24 dominant immigrant males from our eight best-studied groups. Repeated measures of males and groups were controlled by fitting both as random factors.

(b) Estimating EGP prevalence and establishing the status of extra-group sires

Details of tissue sampling, DNA extraction and genotyping methodologies are provided in the electronic supplementary material. Of the 673 pups that emerged in our 15 study groups, 499 (74.1%) were sampled and successfully genotyped at 5–15 (median 9) polymorphic loci (11 ±4 alleles per locus; mean ± s.d.) using 15 microsatellite markers and are used in the genetic analyses below.

We used two methods to estimate the prevalence of EGP in our population. The exclusion method estimated EGP prevalence as the proportion of offspring for which all within-group males could be excluded as sires on the basis of mismatching the offspring at more than one locus (considering only those offspring for which all within-group adult males present at conception had been genotyped; 389 offspring in 14 groups). This should yield a conservative EGP prevalence estimate as within-group paternity is assumed even if all within-group males mismatch the offspring at one locus (genotyping error rates were low; less than 3%, as calculated from duplicate runs).
The second method estimated EGP prevalence using likelihood-based paternity assignments. To obtain the most accurate EGP prevalence estimate, we used the program CERVUS v. 2.0 (Marshall et al. 1998) to assign paternity for all genotyped emergent offspring (349 offspring) conceived in our six most central groups (a contiguous cluster of six groups that were surrounded by the nine other study groups). By using only these central groups, we ensured that good life history and genetic coverage were therefore available for the males in each of the surrounding groups (i.e. the potential extra-group sires), thereby minimizing the underestimation of EGP prevalence that would otherwise result from having a poorly sampled population of extra-group candidates. Maternity could be confidently assigned for 113 of the 119 litters (95%) using observational data, exceptions being near-simultaneous births. Where maternity was unknown, we ran the analysis without this information. Candidate fathers for each litter included all adult males who were alive on the conception day, from both the conception group and all other study groups that the conception group had ever encountered during the course of our study (merely an objective means of limiting the spatial scale over which candidate fathers for a given litter are drawn; 93% of observed extraterritorial forays were between groups with such a history). This conservative approach ensured that our findings were not influenced by selective inclusion of males as maternity candidates on the basis of either their dominance rank or prospecting history. However, we did exclude previous sons of the litter’s mother as candidates, as they are expected to disrupt the assignment process (Marshall et al. 1998) and there is good evidence that meerkats avoid such close inbreeding (females have never been observed mating with related males reared within their groups, and genetic evidence strongly suggests that they do not produce pups sired by them either; Griffin et al. 2003). The CERVUS simulation parameters used are detailed in the electronic supplementary material. To minimize the potential for biases arising from assignment error, we used only the strictest (greater than 95%) confidence assignments for both our EGP prevalence estimate and establishing the status of the males that accrue EGP.

(c) Investigating the importance of EGP to subordinate males
To investigate the relative importance of intra- and EGP for the overall reproductive success of subordinates males, we first attempted to assign paternity for all genotyped offspring from our entire study population (499 offspring from 15 groups). Candidate father lists for this second CERVUS run were created as described above, though extra-group dominant males (who neither prospect nor accrue EGP, as revealed by the above analyses) were removed to reduce assignment complications arising from their close relatedness to many candidate subordinates. Again, the simulation parameters used are detailed in the electronic supplementary material. We then calculated the number of intra- and extra-group young assigned to each male in our eight best-studied groups during his tenure (N=174 subordinate males; combining their subordinate natal and immigrant periods where necessary), using all greater than 80% confidence assignments from this second CERVUS run (271 offspring); too few were made at greater than 95% confidence (only 93) for meaningful reproductive success calculations to be made. We used these data (i) for within-male comparisons of the extra- and intra-group reproductive rates of subordinates (N=42 subordinates who sired some offspring), and (ii) to investigate whether, during their lives as adult subordinates, males that spent a higher proportion of their time prospecting sired extra-group young at higher rates. To avoid inflating our apparent sample size with weak reproductive rate estimates resulting from short monitoring periods, only males monitored as adult subordinates for more than six months (N=141 males) were used in the second analysis, though this conservative approach did not qualitatively affect our findings.

Then, to investigate whether the relative importance of intra- and extra-group reproduction differed for subordinate males before and after dispersal from their natal groups, we divided each male’s time spent as an adult subordinate into natal and immigrant ‘tenures’ (not all males had tenures in both classes). We investigated the effect of a subordinate’s dispersal class (natal or immigrant) on the probability that he sired any offspring (one or more) during his tenure in that class, using a binomial error structure in a GLMM that controlled for variation in tenure length and the average age of the male throughout his tenure (the use of a continuous error structure to analyse reproductive rates was inappropriate as most subordinates sired no offspring). To compare their probabilities of siring intra- and extra-group young, two data points were included for each male tenure (one for intra- and one for extra-group success), and the reproductive route (intra- or extra-group) was fitted as a fixed effect along with the male’s dispersal status (natal or immigrant). The analysis used a dataset of 162 subordinate tenures (123 natals and 39 immigrants) for 141 males in the eight groups. Repeated measures of males and groups were controlled by fitting both as random factors.

Finally, to investigate whether prospecting afforded subordinate males access to less-related females, we compared (for natals and immigrants separately) males’ relatedness to their assigned extra-group mates to (i) their relatedness to their resident dominant female (their primary within-group breeding option, as subordinate female breeding attempts are commonly disrupted; Young & Clutton-Brock 2006; Young et al. 2006) and (ii) their average relatedness to all resident subordinate females of breeding age (greater than nine months; Young et al. 2006; as some groups contained no such subordinates, sample sizes for this comparison differ slightly from those for the dominant female comparison). Estimates of relatedness were calculated with the software RELATEDNESS (Goodnight & Queller 1999), using all genetic information available from our 15 study groups to determine allele frequency distributions.

3. RESULTS
(a) Subordinate males prospect frequently and copulate with females in other groups
Females were never seen leaving their group’s territory unless dispersing permanently, whereas subordinate males frequently conducted extraterritorial forays throughout their adult lives (up to 11 forays per month during the conception season, June–January, (median 1; IQR 0–3) for 1–150 days at a time (median 1; IQR 1–2.5)). Only a small proportion of forays culminated in the male’s dispersal or disappearance (3.1% of 3287 forays by males in our eight best-studied groups). Prospecting males typically approached foreign groups (witnessed for 1644 of these 3287 forays (50.0%) and could have occurred in the remainder), subject to aggressive chasing by resident males (Young et al. 2005), and on encountering a female usually sniffed her anogenital.
Subordinate males were more likely to be natal than immigrant (13 of 30 matings). Females found mating extra-group typically lacked access to six dominant females and 15 by 13 subordinate females. Group males could be excluded as sires (on the basis of potential within-group sires were genotyped, all within-group males could be excluded as sires (on the basis of mismatching the offspring at more than one locus) in 99 cases, suggesting 25.4% EGP.

Paternity assignment method. Of the 349 genotyped offspring conceived in our six central groups, fathers were assigned with strict (greater than 95%) confidence (from candidate males in the conception group and surrounding population) in 51 cases, 10 of which were extra-group sires, suggesting 19.6% EGP.

The latter measure is likely to be slightly conservative, as a small proportion of extra-group sires probably lie unsampled beyond our study population. The congruence of these estimates suggests that the true EGP prevalence in our population lies close to 20–25%. For the 51 offspring that were assigned sires with strict (greater than 95%) confidence, dominant males largely monopolized within-group paternity (38 of 41 offspring, 92.7%), but, in accordance with the observations of extraterritorial prospecting and copulation patterns, EGP was accrued exclusively by subordinate males (figure 2a).

(c) Prospecting for EGP contributes substantially to subordinate male reproductive success

Prospecting for EGP yielded the majority of the young that males sired as subordinates (approx. 70%; 69 of 108 (63.9%) greater than 80% confidence paternities and 10 of 13 (76.9%) greater than 95% confidence paternities). During the time that they were monitored as adult subordinates (combining natal and immigrant periods where necessary), males that did sire offspring sired more extra- than intra-group young (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: $W^*=368; n=42$ males; $p=0.009$), and males that spent a
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4. DISCUSSION

Our behavioural analyses reveal that subordinate male meerkats, who sire few within-group young, conduct extraterritorial prospecting forays at high rates, focus their prospecting effort on periods of peak female fertility and secure extra-group matings. Our genetic analyses corroborate these findings, revealing that subordinate males alone sire extra-group young (estimated at 20–25% of all young) and that the more they prospect the more EGP they accrue. In contrast, dominant males, who largely monopolize within-group reproduction, do not prospect and do not appear to sire extra-group young. Our findings suggest that the ability to prospect for EGP contributes substantially to the reproductive success of subordinate males, yielding the majority (approx. 70%) of the young that they sire and allowing them to start breeding significantly earlier in life. As very few male meerkats attain dominance (Clutton-Brock et al. 2006; Spong et al. submitted), tactics such as prospecting, which substantially augment the meagre within-group reproductive success of subordinates, are likely to be of particular importance.

While extraterritorial prospecting afforded subordinate immigrant males additional breeding opportunities, it yielded practically all of the reproductive success of subordinate natal males (males yet to disperse from their natal groups). Subordinate natal males rarely accrue any those within their group (the latter are usually their mother, sisters or aunts). Subordinate natal males were significantly less related to their assigned extra-group mates (median (IQR); \( r = 0.22 \) (0.03–0.39)) than they were to both their within-group dominant female (\( r = 0.45 \) (0.39–0.56), \( W = 509, n = 33 \) different male/extra-group mate pairings, \( p < 0.001 \)) and their within-group subordinate females (\( r = 0.35 \) (0.24–0.42), \( W = 255, n = 30 \), \( p = 0.009 \)). In contrast, subordinate immigrant males were not less related to their extra-group mates (\( r = 0.13 \) (0.03–0.22)) than they were to either their within-group dominant female (\( r = 0.15 \) (0.07–0.28), \( W = 25, n = 18 \), \( p = 0.61 \)) or their within-group subordinate females (\( r = 0.08 \) (0.03–0.25), \( W = 5, n = 17 \), \( p = 0.93 \)). This contrast arose because subordinate immigrant males (having already dispersed from their natal groups) were significantly less related to both their within-group dominant females and their within-group subordinate males than subordinate natal males were (Mann–Whitney \( n \)-tests: \( T = 226, n = 18 \) and 33, \( p < 0.001 \); and \( T = 235, n = 17 \) and 30, \( p < 0.001 \), respectively). That the relatedness of males to their extra-group mates tended to be positive (i.e. above the population average) most likely reflects spatial kin structuring in the population, which will tend to lead prospectors more related on average to females in their neighbouring groups (to which they prospect) than they would be on average to any female drawn from the whole population.

The ability to prospect for extra-group reproductive opportunities allowed males to start breeding significantly earlier in life (males started siring extra-group young significantly earlier in life (median = 628 days; IQR = 473–885) than within-group young (893 days; 660–1034); Mann–Whitney: \( T = 1815, n = 38 \) and 39 males for which an age at first extra- and within-group reproduction were available, respectively, and \( p < 0.001 \)).

Figure 2. (a) The distribution of intra- and EGP among males of differing dominance and dispersal class (for the 51 offspring that were assigned fathers with greater than 95% confidence: 41 intra-group siring and 10 extra-group siring). (b) The probability that subordinate males sired intra- or extra-group offspring before and after dispersal from their natal groups. Bars represent predicted means ± s.e. from the GLMM (using 279 offspring assigned with greater than 80% confidence), controlling for variation in each male’s tenure in that dispersal class.

The relative contributions of extra- and intra-group paternity to the reproductive success of subordinate males differed significantly before and after dispersal from their natal groups (figure 2b); GLMM: \( \chi^2 = 6.47, p = 0.011 \); controlling for variation in their tenure in that dispersal class: \( \chi^2 = 22.15, p < 0.001 \); there was no significant effect of male age: \( \chi^2 = 0.63, p = 0.43 \). Subordinate natal males were substantially more likely to accrue extra- than intra-group paternity, while subordinate immigrant males were equally likely to accrue intra- and EGP (figure 2b). This pattern most probably reflects inbreeding avoidance, with prospecting affording subordinate natal males access to females to whom they are less related than they are to
within-group paternity as they are invariably closely related to all within-group females (generally their mother, sisters or aunts), and genetic evidence reveals that such inbred matings are typically avoided (Griffin et al. 2003). Analyses based on the distribution of within-group paternity alone therefore suggest that males must first disperse if they are to breed (Griffin et al. 2003), but our findings reveal that natal males can circumvent this constraint by mating with females in other groups (to whom they are significantly less related). This ability to prospect for EGP from within the natal group is important, as, by allowing males to breed as well as help while awaiting a dispersal opportunity, it should strengthen selection for delayed dispersal.

As dominant immigrant males are able to largely monopolize within-group paternity, it is perhaps surprising that subordinate males from other groups are able to accrue a substantial proportion of paternity (estimated here at 20–25%). The opportunity for prospectors to mate with females in other groups appears to stem largely from the fact that females are frequently closely related to all of the males within their own group (with whom inbreeding is typically avoided; Griffin et al. 2003). Subordinate females commonly face these circumstances (having been sired by the immigrant male coalition), but dominant females sometimes do too, as they may be left with only their sons within the group if all immigrant males die. Prospecting males may often, therefore, constitute a female’s only opportunity to outbreed. Indeed, our observations suggest that extra-group matings are largely restricted to females in this predicament (26 of 30 observed copulations), and the fact that all of these observed copulations arose from females moving briefly away from their groups to mate with the prospector (probably necessary for mating to occur as prospectors are chased by resident males) strongly suggests a key role for females in determining the patterns of EGP in this species. The strong kin-structuring characteristic of cooperative societies may also explain the comparatively high rates of extra-group mating in some other cooperators (Sillero-Zubiri et al. 1996; Durrant & Hughes 2005), though benefits of extra-group mating other than inbreeding avoidance must also be invoked if we are to explain patterns of EGP across all cooperative species (Dunn & Cockburn 1999; Richardson et al. 2005).

The finding that subordinate males may accrue the majority of their reproductive success in other groups poses a number of challenges for theoretical attempts to explain the distribution of reproductive success in animal groups, which typically focus on the partitioning of within-group reproduction (Magrath et al. 2004). First, in species where subordinate males accrete EGP, much of their reproductive success may not actually detract from that of their resident dominant. In fact, dominant males may commonly accrue inclusive fitness benefits from the extra-group success of their subordinates, through close relatedness (Young et al. 2005). Second, the opportunity for subordinate males to accrue EGP may be determined as much by the kin structure and/or preferences of females in neighbouring groups (see above) as by competitive interactions among males within their own group. Theoretical frameworks based on within-group reproductive conflict alone may therefore struggle to predict the distribution of reproductive success in social species with significant rates of EGP (see Westneat & Stewart 2003 for a similar argument for pair-breeding birds).

Attempts to incorporate some of the recently identified predictors of EGP prevalence (Griffith et al. 2002; Isvaran & Clutton-Brock 2007) into an explicit reproductive competition framework may therefore prove rewarding.

Together, our results strongly suggest that subordinate males in cooperative meerkat societies can substantially augment their limited within-group reproductive success with EGP accrued while prospecting. Our findings are important because, though a number of studies have now detected significant rates of EGP in social species (see §1), it is rarely clear how EGP arises or which males secure the paternity (owing to the difficulty in both observing extraterritorial behaviour and identifying extra-group sires). While two recent studies of cooperative birds indicate that dominant males may accrue the majority of EGP (Richardson et al. 2001; Double & Cockburn 2003), our study reveals that EGP can also arise from alternative reproductive tactics employed exclusively by subordinates. The finding that subordinates may actually sire most of their offspring in other groups is of particular importance, as attempts to estimate the fitness of subordinate males (or the variance in reproductive success among males) in social species may therefore fail to detect much of the reproductive success of subordinates unless they quantify the distribution of extra- as well as within-group paternity.
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